
Mr. David Wrone 
	 3/17/76 

RR 5, Box 464 
Stevens Point, Wisc. 54481 

Dear Dave, 

Glad to get your 3/14 and particularly glad that Floyd has been of help to 

your young people. I spoke to Leopold about him and about the books. 

Some of this time with the young people is seminal and the result is quite 
grarifying. Yesterday we telling ern that the dificraece between the lanes and the 

Buds and the Floyds is that Floyd learns, is willineeto learn and wants to. But it is 

really more than that, as I learned lait night with a surprise call. lie has others 

working -path hie and they in turn learn from two. Two very fine girls were Nme in 

Erie, Pa. for the semester break. They arranged to be on two local TV shows and the 

local newspaper, all for today. They then are dribing back to give Downing support 

tomorrow. 

All of this can be more important if, as its records forecasts, Congressional 

moves no.4 fail. The great danger from failure now is that for a while it can be fatal. 

this is one of the reasons I'm not getting involved int the ego-tripping aed other 

foolishnes, so I'll not be tainted by it and will remain with credibility and capability 

if there is the coming failure. If all of this cones to pass, or if nothing does, these 

young people can be very important in keeping the question alive, at least on campuses. 

I'll he responding until the phone rings with Playboy, for which I'm a consultant 

on some really terrible assassination pieces. When you see how bad they are in print 

you'll not be able to imagine what there were in ianuscript. 

On the books: as I told Leopold we observe normal trade practise, with dis-

counts and with returns. We do take unsold books back for full credit, asking only that 

they be insured against damage on return so we can resell them. As you may not know, 

we are not down to slightly daeaged books on I and III but have not raised the price 

to out-of-print rates. 

I can't imagine what basis there can be for your #3 store saying it "has not been 

able to get the books from" me. Unless,eerhaps, they have not paid in the past, which 

I doubt. Lil would nornally discuss this with me.(She is at work now.) I'll check with 

Lil about City wows but it is not clear what yeu mean by men gibing this a little thought. 

If you have any facelty connection at .iiadisoe ehy not try to arrange for me to 

be there and take the nuts head on? There may be some who remember my 12/66 apeearances, 

especially a very nice woman who arranged a seminar with selected students after my 

speech, rather late. I also held other seminars then. I then steered several days, with 

JiM's friends e'onnie lierger and Richard Levine. The ways Cilnas ars going it could be 

an adied advantage to the rational ones of the nut-influeneed because they may well be 

disillusioned again and need a view of hope. And adversity. end proper determination 

rather than unthinking bullheadedness. If there is a prospect of this and especially if 

they have a black Studies program and/or • significant black enrollments or interests I 

could go two nights straight, once on JFK and once on 141K, but only as part of the 
regular progema of these things, not in some semi-underground arrangement. 

Wilwaukee and AIB/Belie/Oarrisoa. both are crazy in the same and different ways. 
i'act is iteateeial to both and both represent fiction as fact. inch substitutes his own 

wish.Belin is easier. I never had a chance to read, correct and shorten the speech 
prepared for him at Vanderbilt but the content, even if cut to a couple of his more 

serious misrepresentations, failures and suppressions, is strong. Then the question will 

be to get him to respond, which he never does, and not to go into long non-responses. After 

the first merely say now that you have made your speech how about responding: explain 

why and how you omitted Bowley from your "eport and aowrk and witness list. Ditto with 

Carolyn Arnold. Why did you not confront Givens. How can you say shells till when bul- 



lets do and unlike him the FBI, which may not be as expert in explanation despite its 
long practise, said it could not connect any one of the Tippit Bullets with that pistol. 
:time Which might remind you that he also managed not to report that the first shell 
found was for an automatic, one that could not possible have fit into that pistol. 

In short, pick a few good, abhd items and persist with them and after the first 
time interrupt when he starts making diversionary speeches Claiming they are explanation. 
If you do thee persistently and politely it will b e clear to the audience and he may, 
after the heavy does I gave him — and not knowing what else you'll do and say — blow. 
It will be something if he does. I think he may not be crazy enough to go, but that 
Garrison'a presence might tempt him. 

I'd not tackle both at once were I you. You can 
Hours later, after disagreeableness with Playboy, which is engaged in a whalesale 

ripoff besides rotten stories. This reminds me: Ihope you kept notes on Anson. 
I think that I had in mind is suggesting that you ignore Garrison if you are 

not alone with him, taking the all—the—flowers—bloom a-laroach, not of agreement and 
having nothing to do with the Shaw debacle unless you can't avoid it. Not that you 
compromise your integrity. That you merely let him and Belin slug it out. Meanwhile, 
you slug Belie on his own record. 

If you are alone with Garriscj you have a different situation. The eeriest 
course there is to have nothing to do with the Shaw part, saying merely that you have 
not locked into it and know only what was in the papers. But, that the judge ruled 
Eli evidence of zu rather than the alleged conspiracy wa s admissible and that part 
of the case, which was reported, does destroy the Report. (I gave hie alecet all of that 
before I knew what his claieed case was, when I deiassuciated myself.) You can use the 
Prazier and Pinek stuff from Post Mortem, which eim never recoenized because I did not 
deal with him on it. 

The AIB stuff ought be no problem. Just tear it up and scatter it tc the airwaves. 
It will do much to hela) credibility. including yours. 
It will not erprise Jess and the others,for I've warned them sad they say they 

know it and have the same nave but are not part of Cambridge. Unless they are part 
of Cambridge, I den t see how this would "further force" than "into a false position." 
Further straightening them out, if they need it, helps them. But if you have to con-
front it there is your own integrity. 

Hope you can make out the typos. In haste, with 
best 

This gancy stationery is wasted sheets of 3M paper. I hed a nerveue, insecure local 
student copy the unread ms of my Watergate book for Jim. The wasted sheets are 
bing used, first there I con tc eliminate a ateck. 



March 14, 1976 

Harold Weisberg 
Route 12 
FrederickmMd 21701 

Dear Harold: 

If I have not acknowledged your letters of several daysago I do now. 

One mminor element here in Stevens Point which I bring to your 
attention concerns the book stores in this community. The kids 
here have made a concerted effort to get the four bookstores to 
stock your books and have thus far been successful in getting 
three of them to accept them,(the fourth is the local Holiday 
Inn that does a terrific business.) Unfortunately the main book 
store in town #3 has not been able to get the books from you, 
the other two #1 the University ttore and #2 the Chapter 1 has 
gotten them. #3 the City News stand does more volume than all 
the rest put together and doubled and it has taken quite a bit 
of work to convince him to put you in stock. Vould you give this 
minor matter a little attention? 

In another line the local student group is now organizing and has 
several projects lined up to present information. LaMore has )geen 
a real shot in the arm to them and he ought to be patted on the back 
somehow. 	One good way to get them into the factual information 
is to arrange speaking-ifarmantion-discussions with local high 
schools and I have set them up a couple. Another is to get out 
informtion to the public. It is slow work building up a factual 
responsible group that is informed but it is now coming to be. 
Unfortunately we are at the fag end of the semester and cannot 
biing too much together in short a time. Leopold is working on 
getting other campuses set up and trying to get a sketal group 
at Madison. Madison is crazy--the nuts control almost everything 
and have the answer to all questions through special insight 
gleaned by ideology and this will take some doing. The Milwaukee 
group is as sincere as any batch of kids could be and they are 
going at it in several wasy, unfortunately the A.I.B. has given 
them some of the rottenness information I have ever come across in 
ten years of reading. It is so stupid, error ladened, mystery man 
loaded(and in a way imaxx ingenious if one thought they wished to 
knock out student groups) that I find it hard to believe. 

On May the 2nd I am going to Milwaukee to appear on the Ralph 
Adam Fine show which is about two hours long and live to discuss 
and debate with Jim Garrison and possibly David Belin. All this 
is of course at my expanse. I want to callg you late in the week 
to a talk to you about the problem. It is a crazy set-up really, 
for if I do not show up and talk they go with the A.I.B. stuff 
and further iafIi,leaee those Milwaukee kids into a false position. 

force 

adios 

\) dav e wrone 



Dear Dave, 	 later 3/17/76 

Lil recalls no orders from your City News. She says as I did, that the only 
orders we ever turn down are from those she remembers as not paying. She has no re-
collection of them at all. As I think you know, we filled the other orders promptly. 

Barton J. Bernstein's "We Almost Went To War," Foreign Service Journal as 
reprinted in Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, is interesting, as your note indicates. 
If it fails to go where it should it goes farthur than previous writing on this. 

I'd apprciate it if one of your students could undertake either to get copies 
of what has been declassified or a list of what has been on this subject. The footnotes 
are rather small for my eyes. Where I checked them I believe the source was the 
kennedy Library. 

I'll pay, of course. I'm also assuming it isn't thousands of pages. 

It is also interesting that, if I read the explanatory note correctly, 
only part of this was in 1'5J. Wonder why they didn t use all? Or what was not used -
and if there is anything in the content that might indicate the reason. 

Best, 


